"I trust in Nature for the stable laws of beauty and utility. Spring shall plant and Autumn garner to the ends of time.

SUMMER HOLIDAY
Summer Holiday is a 1948 American musical film starring Mickey
Rooney and Gloria DeHaven. The picture is based on the play Ah, Wilderness! (1933) with Rooney in a much smaller role. Though completed
in October 1946, the film sat on the shelf until 1948.
Summer Holiday is also a 1963
British CinemaScope and Technicolor musical film featuring singer Cliff
Richard., and The Shadows, the plot is around 4 London Bus mechanics
who strike up a deal with London Transport. They do up a double decker
London Bus, drive it around Europe. …...
’Were all going on a summer holiday’

"'Tis the last rose of summer,

The front hall, paper has been
stripped, walls have been filled , prepared for repapering and painting

AND HERE IS THE FINISHED PRODUCT,
NOW WE ARE GOING ALL THROUGH THE
BUILDING TO THE SAME STANDARDS

Ground Floor Hall stairs and
view outside office area

Outside the office corridor

Ground Floor Hall and stairs upgrade, painting and decorating
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Wayne's Cuppa, Maxine and Sammy, Victoria Sponge, Lee,
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BELOW
CAMERON
COOKS
UP
A
STORM

Victoria and Jade collecting blackberry's
for tonight's apple and
blackberry pie (with
custard)

IN
THE

STAFF MANICURED JADES NAILS

KITCHEN

John basking in the
sun
FO9

ALEX SHOWING OFF HIS
SCATEBOARDING SKILLS WITH DYLAN
LOOKING ON

Along the motorway;
it was dark and misty,
with glasses she stared, vision impaired,
it's cold and crispy,
maybe too much whiskey?.
A light shines in the distance.
The message confused and persistent,
her eyesight becomes resistant;
as she states with a doctors mind.
"What is FO9"?

Kirstin learning her music alfresco

FO9, is fine; in your mind,
as a thriller, like an MI5 killer,
but this is a blizzard, and it is a hazard;
not to say a bit hard, to absorb,
The writing on the motorway notice board..
FO9, by design, is a Ministry of Transport sign.
The sign is fine, except for the end-line,
it should have been a 'gee' (g),
- and it oughta been plain to see,
but the sign by design, showed a nine (9).
When put together, in inclement weather;
the wind and the smog,
though with vernacular dialogue:-the word should have spelt Fog!

With thanks to Charlotte (PHD—Pretty Hard to Decipher)

Go to: http://www.meadowcourt.info/polemic-runes-and-poetic-perspectives/ for all the poems and
many more from this Newsletter, a total of 139 pieces of work as a flipbook

CHEERS, WAYNE SALUTES HIS

CUP OF TEA

Diana with Ben and Lee, who is having a weeks stay
with us, maybe Lee will come and stay for longer

The games up Clifford!!
No its not, I’m still playing

Rocky horror show, starring Dylan Balboa, with
Apollo Creed and Sylvester Stallone

JAMES IS CLEANING HIS FLAT,
HE HOPES TO MOVE INTO A
MEADOW COURT UNIT IN
TOWN IN THE NEAR FUTURE

Michael with Danni, both living in 2 of
our small support units in town

VICTORIA IS APPEALING FOR
SOME APPLES

Maxine with Sammy

Michael shopping with staff member
Andy, looking for healthy food!

STUART,YOUR ANNIVERSARY
IS TOMORROW, 3 YEARS!!
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO YOU

Katie, getting some late
summer sun

better known as the three Musketeers - Athos, Porthos and Aramis

and

Lounge with T.V.

Lounge and
tub chairs

Toilet and wash hand basin

Shower

August 3, 1492 - Christopher Columbus set sail from Palos, Spain, with three
ships, Nina, Pintaand Santa Maria. Seeking a westerly route to the Far East, he instead landed on October 12th in the Bahamas, thinking it was an outlying Japanese island.

